7-piece Clip-in Extensions

Clip-in Extensions are an excellent choice for regular extension users needing a rest from more taxing systems, and to quickly add length and volume to any style. The 7-piece set is by far the least damaging and most versatile system on the market. Available in over 40 shades and blends, clip-ins can be cut and repeatedly curled and styled.

**PREPARATION**

**BRUSH AND SEPARATE**

Brush your hair completely, then, using a tail comb separate the hair approx. 2” above the bottom of your hairline. Secure hair with a clip or scrunchie.

*Lord & Cliff panels are longer with a U-shaped weft. When sectioning hair, follow a U-shaped part*

**APPLICATION**

**ATTACHING THE FIRST ROW**

Attach the 6” panel w/3 clips (FS) or the 7” panel w/3 clips (L&C) to your hair approx. 2–3” from the nape of your neck. To attach, open the clips; align the top of the panel with the horizontal part you made and gently push down to snap the clips in place.

*For added security back-comb your hair and spritz a bit of hairspray where the clips will attach*

---

**L&C SETS INCLUDE:**

- One 9.5” pc w/3 large clips
- One 8” pc w/3 large clips
- One 7” pc w/3 large clips
- Two 5” pcs w/2 large clips
- Two 3” pcs w/2 small clips

**FS/STW SETS INCLUDE:**

- One 10” pc w/4 med. clips
- One 6” pc w/3 med. clips
- Five 3” pcs w/2 med. clips

If your set is missing any of the above items contact Abantu via phone or email, or bring your set to our store.

**YOU MAY ALSO NEED:**

- Hair Clip
- Scrunchie
- Tail Comb

---

**SALON-FRIENDLY**

7-piece Clip-in Hair Extensions are available at WHOLESALE prices to registered salons.
APPLICATION

ATTACHING THE SECOND ROW

Attach the 10” panel w/4 clips (FS) or the 8” panel w/3 clips (L&C users w/ medium–thick hair) or the 9.5” panel w/3 clips (L&C users w/ thinner hair). Allow approx. 2” of your hair to fall over the first row of clip-in hair, then using a tail comb, section and secure again with a clip or scrunchie. The top of the panel should generally be level with the upper–top part of your ears.

ATTACHING THE THIRD ROW

Attach three of the 3” panels w/2 clips (FS) or the 9.5” panel w/3 clips (L&C users w/ medium–thick hair) or the 8” panel w/3 clips (L&C users w/ thinner hair). Allow approx. 2” of your hair to fall over the second row of clip-in hair then section and secure again as before.

OPTIONS FOR REMAINING CLIPS

Place 3” panels w/2 clips (L&C) in temple areas allowing your own hair to cover. Attach the 5” panels w/2 clips just above the 3” panels (L&C), or two 3” panels w/2 clips (FS) in temple areas.

As you become familiar with your extensions and the wealth of hairstyles possible, you may develop your own unique placement for each panel. There is no right nor wrong way to do it so enjoy experimenting and let your creativity shine.

REMOVAL

BACK THE WAY YOU CAME!

Removal is as easy as (starting from the top) lifting your hair to reveal each row of clips, then simply unclipping them.
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